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Intuitively Designed & Easy to Use. With this iPhone Converter, You can easily convert 2D or 3D video files
to iPhone formats like MP4, MOV, M4V, 3GP, AVI, etc. Even, you can convert video to iPhone from iPod,

iPad, SD card, phone and many more. You can convert video to iPhone 3GP/3G/2G/1G Video from AVI, MP4,
MOV, MPEG, WMV, ASF, RM, RMVB, RMVB, DAT, MKV, MP3, FLV, RMVB, MTS, and more. Most importantly,
this is a Mac video converter which could help you free convert your videos to be played on your iPhone,

iPad, iPod Touch, and more. With it, you can enjoy more than 22,000 videos on iPhone now! Key Features:
-Mac/PC Video Converter: It is a powerful Mac and PC video converter which can convert 2D and 3D video
files to iPhone MP4, MOV, M4V, AVI, 3GP, AVI, 3G, etc. Just convert and enjoy at the same time on iPhone,
iPad and iTunes. It supports almost all formats from audio and video, easy to use with a fast speed and

much better and powerful than other iTunes video converter. -Play on iPhone: iPhone 3G/3G/2G/1G video
converter can play your converted videos to play on iPhone. You can play your iPhone video on iPhone,
iPod, iPad, iPod Touch, iPhone 3G/3G/2G/1G directly or iTunes library. -Added iPhone video watermark:

With iPhone video watermark, you can add text or image watermarks to your iPhone videos to protect the
copyright. -Import photo/video from iPhone: Easy to import photos and videos from your iPhone to

computer. -With iPhone calendar, iPhone contact, iPhone notes support, you can edit your iPhone calendar
or notes easily. -Support iPhone ringtone, and other iPhone compatible audio files. -Convert video to iPhone

video. You can convert your video files to iPhone compatible video with lossless quality, like AVI, MOV,
MP4, and etc. Besides, it can convert 2D/3D video to MP4, MOV, 3GP, AVI, etc. -Convert video to iPhone in

batch. You can merge your multiple videos to one
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AnyMP4 iPhone Video Converter is a professional software application whose purpose is to help you
convert media files to formats compatible with Apple devices. Straightforward looks and supported file
formats There are several built-in conversion profiles and editing tools but the user interface reveals a
clean feature lineup, so you can easily get an idea about how to configure the dedicated parameters. It

works with a wide range of file formats, such as TS, MTS, MPG, VOB, DAT, MP4, RM, WMV, ASF, AVI, MKV,
FLV, MP3, RA, WAV, WMA, AC3, and others. Plus, you can activate the NVIDIA CUDA or AMD APP graphics

card in order to accelerate the conversion process. Batch processing and conversion profiles AnyMP4
iPhone Video Converter offers support for batch processing, which means you can add multiple items and
process them at the same time. The tool comes bundled with several preset conversion profiles which are
built specifically for helping you convert audio and video files to formats compatible with Apple devices,
such as iPhone, iPad, iPod, or TV. Additionally, you may choose the desired output format from a drop-
down list, such as MP4, MOV, OGV, WEBM, AAC, MP3, WAV, and others. When it comes to tweaking the

video parameters, you are allowed to select the encoder, resolution, video bitrate, frame rate, and aspect
ratio, while the audio ones can be configured in terms of encoder, channels, sample rate, and bitrate.

When it comes to tweaking the video parameters, you are allowed to select the encoder, resolution, video
bitrate, frame rate, and aspect ratio, while the audio ones can be configured in terms of encoder, channels,
sample rate, and bitrate. When it comes to tweaking the video parameters, you are allowed to select the
encoder, resolution, video bitrate, frame rate, and aspect ratio, while the audio ones can be configured in

terms of encoder, channels, sample rate, and bitrate. Built-in player and editing capabilities AnyMP4
iPhone Video Converter lets you view the clips, play, pause, or stop the current selection, alter the volume,

seek for a position in the video streams, as well as take snapshots. Plus, you can merge multiple items,
rename files, and add an audio track and subtitle for your output video. There are several editing tools

designed to help you adjust the brightness, b7e8fdf5c8
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AnyMP4 iPhone Video Converter is a powerful and advanced iPhone video converter that helps you convert
iPhone video files to iPhone video files 19. AntivirusTools – antivirustools.net is the best antivirus and
antimalware freeware, use what is most popular, desktop/mobile, free/paid, the page also contains
download links to the freeware programs in the niche/section to the left. No other freeware download site
offers so many different kinds of programs, more than 18,000 freeware programs from all over the world.
The download speed is very fast which means you can download any program including big programs very
small size. A minimum of 10 downloads must be made in order to purchase programs, the download link is
not active unless 10 downloads are made, you can use the free Ebook program to search the download link
by category, the download link is at the bottom of this page, it is free to use. The table below shows you
download, freeware is basically software that is free to use and can be downloaded and distributed without
any problem, freeware does not include any restrictions or costs, as free software can be downloaded by
anyone and used in any number of ways. VirusTotal is the worlds largest independent antivirus provider,
the site delivers daily scans and scans for new malware and new versions of known virus. Antivirustest.
com is one of the worlds most popular virus scanner review website, there you can test and scan your
computer for free. There are more than 10 different antivirus software available that you can download
and install. Most Antivirus programs are free, while some have also paid versions, windows defender can
be used free of charge but should not be used for routine cleaning. This method may be slow, depending
on how well you clean, if you want to get rid of all threats use the following process, when you have
finished, do not forget to change the settings to what you want. There is a lot of free antivirus software
available from home users, AntiVir Software AntiVir Free, avast Free, AVG AntiVir Free, bitdefender Anti-
Virus Free, ClamAV-Free, ClamTk Free, Comodo AntiVirus Free, Commwarrior AntiVir Free, Kaspersky Total
Security AntiVir Free, Kaspersky AntiVir Free, Kaspersky Free Anti-Virus, Kaspersky Internet Security AntiVir
Free, mcafee AntiVir

What's New In?

AnyMP4 iPhone Video Converter is a professional software program whose purpose is to help you convert
media files to formats compatible with Apple devices. Straightforward looks and supported file formats
There are several built-in conversion profiles and editing tools but the user interface reveals a clean
feature lineup, so you can easily get an idea about how to configure the dedicated parameters. It works
with a wide range of file formats, such as TS, MTS, MPG, VOB, DAT, MP4, RM, WMV, ASF, AVI, MKV, FLV,
MP3, RA, WAV, WMA, AC3, and others. Plus, you can activate the NVIDIA CUDA or AMD APP graphics card in
order to accelerate the conversion process. Batch processing and conversion profiles AnyMP4 iPhone Video
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Converter offers support for batch processing, which means you can add multiple items and process them
at the same time. The tool comes bundled with several preset conversion profiles which are built
specifically for helping you convert audio and video files to formats compatible with Apple devices, such as
iPhone, iPad, iPod, or TV. Additionally, you may choose the desired output format from a drop-down list,
such as MP4, MOV, OGV, WEBM, AAC, MP3, WAV, and others. When it comes to tweaking the video
parameters, you are allowed to select the encoder, resolution, video bitrate, frame rate, and aspect ratio,
while the audio ones can be configured in terms of encoder, channels, sample rate, and bitrate. Built-in
player and editing capabilities AnyMP4 iPhone Video Converter lets you view the clips, play, pause, or stop
the current selection, alter the volume, seek for a position in the video streams, as well as take snapshots.
Plus, you can merge multiple items, rename files, and add an audio track and subtitle for your output
video. There are several editing tools designed to help you adjust the brightness, saturation, contrast, and
hue, change the volume, apply deinterlacing options, trim and crop the videos, and embed text or image
watermarks. Other notable characteristics worth mentioning are represented by the possibility to select the
saving directory, pick the snapshot folder and image format (JPG, PNG, BMP), and shut down the computer
at the end of the conversion task. An overall efficient converter AnyMP4 iPhone Video Converter proves to
be a reliable application that comes bundled with a handy suite of tools for helping you
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System Requirements For AnyMP4 IPhone Video Converter:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP2, Windows Vista SP1, Windows 7 SP1 or Windows 8.1 Memory: 2GB RAM
Graphics: 128MB RAM Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 Compatible with.mp3 format Processor: 2GHz P4 Hard Disk:
60MB DirectX: 9.0 Other: Additional Notes: A set of 6 different objects are included in this package User
Instructions: 1. Launch the installer.
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